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Northwest String Summit 2022 Festival Rider MAIN STAGE  

  
COVID CONTINGENCY- ALL OFFERS AND CONTRACTS ARE SUBJECT TO STATE AND 
LOCAL HEALTH AND COVID PROTOCOLS AND REGULATIONS.  IMPOSSIBILITY OF 
PERFORMANCE DUE TO COVID PROTOCOLS SHALL BE AN ABSOLUTE EXCUSE TO 
PERFORMANCE UNDER THE CONTRACT.  ALL DEPOSITS SHALL BE RETURNED IN FULL. 
 
Production/Backline- Festival shall provide quality festival production (sound and lights). Artist is 
responsible for all backline, transportation, hotel accommodations and additional costs unless otherwise 
advanced and agreed to in writing. NO SOUND CHECKS. LINE CHECK ONLY.  
  
Billing:  Festival billing only.  
  
Radius:  Festival has the right to Artist’s exclusivity as stated in offer. 
 
Sound levels: Festival permit requires adherence to strict sound levels.  Festival has absolute control over 
sound levels and enforcement. When Artist supplies its own FOH engineer, Artist agrees to strictly adhere 
to all sound requests made by Festival and shall indemnify and hold festival harmless for all willful 
violations.  Typically sound levels at FOH may not exceed 102db max.  
  
Backstage: The artist backstage area is the green room and has limited space.  For this reason Artist’s 
guest’s cannot be given all access passes nor can artist escort guests into the backstage.  When you 
advance your guest list, you may request VIP access which is near the artist backstage.  Backstage area 
includes semi-private artist tents with security.  There are no private dressing rooms or showers.  Shared 
portable toilet facilities and sink is available.  
  
Hospitality:  Festival shall provide hospitality and hot meals for band and working crew members only for 
the meal closest to artist performance time or as advanced.    
  
Recording Rights: Artist gives Festival the right to make audio and video recordings of their performance.   
Artist grants rights to use the material for Festival promotional purposes and archival purposes.  
Commercial exploitation shall only be upon further written agreement unless Artist is appearing as guest 
during another Artist’s performance.  
  
Video/Streaming Rights- If applicable, Promoter shall supplement with Video recording and/or  live 
streaming agreements.  If Artist chooses to “OPT IN”, then those agreements shall apply.  
  
Guest list:  Festival will provide limited guest list- one per band member (not crew)- as advanced. Please 
note that guests are not provided “all access” as a matter of course- festival does have a VIP area near the 
Artist backstage.  
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Merchandise: Festival and its designees may use Artist’s names and likenesses in connection with the 
festival and festival merchandise at no additional remuneration.  All merchandise sales shall be through 
festival pursuant to the signed third party merchandise sales agreement.  
  
Insurance:  Festival shall not be responsible for loss to performer or band’s equipment except and only due 
to its negligence.  It is strongly suggested that all bands provide their own property and general liability 
insurance.  
  
Force Majeure- If events occur beyond Festival’s control which make holding the event impossible, 
festival’s liability shall be limited to the performance fee deposit provided, if any.  
  
  
String Summit, LLC.  By: Gregg Friedman.          
  
  
Artist  
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